ALL OUT TO JASPER OVAL AT 12:30 TO-DAY!

With war raging in Africa and a new world war more imminent than at any time since 1914 we are faced with a call for a student "mobilization for peace". What is the meaning of this appeal?

It calls for the support of the Nye-Kvale Bill which makes the ROTC optional. We demand the complete abolition of the ROTC as promised in the platform upon which the Student Council was elected!

It calls for "genuine neutrality legislation". As if laws passed by congress will keep the U.S. out of a war in which its fundamental economic interests are involved! As if the neutrality of American finance-capital can be "genuine"!

Peace cannot be had except thru the struggle of the working class for the overthrow of the capitalist system which breeds war.

But, not content with accepting a thoroughly innocuous program, the participants in the mobilization are going to allow the arch-reactionary, Robinson, to preside. What short memories they have! Have they forgotten the Jingo Day Umbrella affair-- the expulsion of 21 students-- his invitation to the Italian Fascist students-- more expulsions-- his editorial for Hearst-- his recent appeal for "a navy second to none"? Have they forgotten the overwhelming vote on April 12th for the removal of Robinson?

We call upon the SLID, the NSL, the Young Peoples Socialist League, the Young Communist League and all serious opponents of war to break with this mockery of a "peace" demonstration controlled by the jingoist Robinson and unite with the Spartacus Youth League IN A COUNTER DEMONSTRATION ON FRIDAY AT 11. In preparation for this counter demonstration, the Spartacus Youth League will hold an outdoor meeting today to present more fully its views on war and the "peace" mobilization!

ALL OUT TODAY AT 12:30 TO JASPER OVAL & CONVENT AVENUE

BOYCOTT ROBINSON'S "PEACE" MEETING !!
AGAINST IMPERIALIST WAR !
ABOLISH THE R. O. T. C. !!
OUST ROBINSON !!
RE-INSTATE THE EXPELLED STUDENTS !!
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